
BlinkStick and Raspberry Pi

 Blink Bling
Replace a simple LED with more powerful and flexible 

BlinkStick devices. By Dmitri Popov

to Raspberry Pi is relatively easy, but using a 
handful of LEDs in a project can prove rather 
difficult to wire, control, and troubleshoot – 
not to mention that the finished result may 
look rather messy.

Enter BlinkStick [1], a family of LED 
boards that connect to a USB port and can be 
easily programmed using your programming 
language of choice. Although BlinkStick 
products are more expensive than regular 
LEDs, they are more convenient to use, they 
can be deployed in seconds, they look good, 
and they are more flexible and easier to con-
trol. Additionally, both BlinkStick hardware 
and software are released under open source 
licenses. In other words, a BlinkStick board 
can be a perfect fit for your next Raspberry Pi 
project involving LEDs.

Meet the BlinkStick FaMily
Born as a single relatively simple LED device, 
BlinkStick has evolved into several distinct 
products. Each BlinkStick model has unique 

characteristics that make it suitable 
for specific projects and purposes. 

So, it’s worth checking out the 
features of each BlinkStick 
board before you opt for a spe-
cific one for your next project. 
All BlinkStick models have 
one thing in common, though: 

They feature bright multi-col-
ored RGB LEDs that can be con-

trolled individually.
BlinkStick Nano is the most basic and 

the least expensive model, and it lives up to its 
name. As small as a thumbnail, this board fea-
tures two LEDs on each side and plugs directly 
into a USB port. This model is perfect for proj-
ects where size and neat design matter.

L EDs are great. Not only do they 
offer a simple way to add visual 
feedback and blinking goodness to 
your amazing Raspberry Pi proj-

ects, they are also ideal for learning electron-
ics basics and mastering the art of GPIO pro-
gramming. But, LEDs do have a few limita-

tions. LED-based circuits are usually con-
nected and controlled via Raspberry 
Pi’s GPIO pins, which can be impracti-

cal for certain projects. 
Adding one or 

two LEDs 
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If two LEDs are not enough for your needs, 
consider BlinkStick Square. Slightly larger 
than the Nano model, it boasts eight multi-
color LEDs. Unlike Nano, Square cannot be 
plugged directly into a USB port. Instead, this 
model has a micro-USB port, and you can 
use a regular data micro-USB cable to con-
nect Square to the Raspberry Pi. Better still, a 
3D-printed enclosure is available for Blink-
Stick Square, which can give your final proj-
ect a nice finishing touch. Keep in mind, 
though, that the enclosure must be pur-
chased separately.

BlinkStick Strip is similar to Square, but it 
has eight LEDs arranged in a row. This de-
sign makes it suitable for projects where 
LEDs are used to represent measurable val-
ues. A plastic enclosure is also available for 
Strip.

Finally, the BlinkStick Flex features 32 
LEDs on a flexible strip with a sticky bottom, 
so you can attach it to practically any sur-
face. You can cut the strip to the desired 
length and number of LEDs. The Flex model 
is ideal for projects on a larger scale, like 
adding ambient lighting to your workplace.

Several other products are available on 
BlinkStick’s website, but these four should 
be enough to get you started.

FirSt StepS
All BlinkStick models are controlled using 
the dedicated BlinkStick Python package that 
can be installed using the Python PIP tool. If 
the latter is not already installed on Rasp-
berry Pi, you can fix that using the following 
command:

sudo apt‑get update && U
  sudo apt‑get install python‑pip

Then, run the command below to install the 
blinkstick package:

sudo pip install blinkstick

By default, BlinkStick-related commands 
must be run with root privileges, but you can 
change that by issuing the sudo blinkstick 
‑‑add‑udev‑rule command and rebooting 
the Raspberry Pi. Now, plug your BlinkStick 
board into one of the Raspberry Pi’s USB 
ports, and you are all set.

The first thing to do, of course, is to check 
whether the BlinkStick board works properly. 
Open the terminal, run the blinkstick 
‑‑info command, and it should detect the 
connected BlinkStick board and return its in-
formation (Figure 1).

Using several simple commands, you can 
control BlinkStick directly from the terminal. 
The blinkstick ‑‑set‑color=COLOR com-
mand, for example, sets the first LED on the 
board to the specified color. The actual 
COLOR value can be a named color (i.e., red, 
yellow, orange, etc.) or hexadecimal values 
(e.g., 008000, FF0000, FFFF00, etc.). The ran‑
dom value picks the color randomly, whereas 
the off value turns the LED off. By the way, 
the ‑‑set‑color parameter is optional. So, 
the blinkstick ‑‑set‑color= COLOR command 
can be shortened to blinkstick red.

In most cases, you’d want to control other 
LEDs on the board, too, and the index=INDEX 
parameter allows you to do just that. All 
LEDs on a BlinkStick board can be addressed 
by their index number, starting with 0. The 
command below sets the third LED on Blink-
Stick Square or Strip to yellow:

blinkstick yellow ‑‑index=2

The LEDs on BlinkStick boards are very bright 
indeed, and the ‑‑brightness=LIMIT parame-
ter lets you control their intensity by specify-
ing a limit between 0 and 100, for example:

blinkstick blue ‑‑index=5 ‑‑brightness=50

Besides turning LEDs on and off, you can 
also make them blink, pulse, and morph 
from one color to another using the ‑‑blink, 
‑‑pulse, and ‑‑morph parameters, respec-
tively. These parameters require color as 
their arguments, and both ‑‑blink and 
‑‑pulse also need the ‑‑repeats=REPEATS op-
tion, which specifies the number of times the 
LED blinks or pulses:

Figure 1: Getting info about the connected BlinkStick board.
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nite loop that runs until the script is inter-
rupted. You can use this simple example as a 
starting point for your own scripts, and the 
Python API documentation [2] provides fur-
ther information on programming BlinkStick 
via Python.

Watching randomly pulsating LEDs on the 
BlinkStick boards can be mesmerizing but 
hardly practical. The next example does 
something more practical. Riding a bicycle 
in strong wind is rarely a pleasure (unless, 
of course, you have a tail wind). So, before 
you venture out for a bike ride, you might 
want to check the wind speed; a simple 
Bash shell script can help you with that 
(Listing 2).

The script fetches and parses the weather 
data from the OpenWeatherMap service to ob-
tain the current wind speed in meters per sec-
ond (mps). It then uses the if … elif … else 
conditional statement to represent the wind 
speed on the BlinkStick Strip board. This con-
dition is based on the following logic: (1) if 
the wind speed is less than or equal to 5mp s 
(~16 ft/sec), the LEDs are set to green and 
the number of LEDs indicates the speed; (2) 
when the speed is greater than 5mp s but less 
than or equal to 7mp s, the LEDs are set to 
yellow, with the number of LEDs indicating 
the speed; (3) if the wind speed is greater 
than 7mp s, all LEDs are set to red.

For this script to work you need to obtain a 
unique API key by signing up for the Open-
WeatherMap service [3]. Then, replace the 
placeholder value of the appid variable in the 
script with the actual API key. To fetch and 
parse the weather data, the script relies on 
the curl and jq tools, so you must install 
them on your system.

The script performs several simple tasks. 
It first fetches weather data in the JSON for-
mat and pipes the output to the jq tool, 
which extracts the wind speed value. This 
float value is then converted to an integer 

and used as a part of 
the conditional state-
ment. To turn on the 
appropriate number 
of LEDs, the script 
uses the while … do 
loop with a simple 
counter. A similar 
loop at the end of 
the script is used to 
reset all LEDs by 
turning them off. By 
default, the script 
fetches and parses 
weather data every 

blinkstick random ‑‑index=1 ‑‑blink U
                  ‑‑repeats 3
blinkstick orange ‑‑index=5 ‑‑pulse U
                  ‑‑repeats 5

The ‑‑morph option gradually changes from 
the current LED color to the specified one, 
and the ‑‑duration=DURATION parameter de-
fines the duration of the morphing process in 
milliseconds:

blinkstick green ‑‑index=7
blinkstick orange ‑‑index=7 ‑‑morph U
                  ‑‑duration=5000

The preceding commands, for example, set 
the color of LED number 6 to green and 
morph it to orange during five seconds.

BlinkStick exaMpleS
The great thing about BlinkStick is that it 
supports a wide range of programming lan-
guages, including Python. Controlling Blink-
Stick boards via Python is not very compli-
cated. The simple script in Listing 1 can give 
you a general idea of how this is done. This 
script is written for BlinkStick Strip, but you 
can easily adapt it for other BlinkStick 
boards.

Even if you are new to Python, you 
shouldn’t have any problem understanding 
what the script does: It makes LEDs pulse 
with random colors in random order. To do 
this, the script first imports two libraries: 
random and blinkstick. It then uses the 
blinkstick.find_first() function to detect 
the first connected BlinkStick board. The 
random.randrange function is used to gen-
erate random red, green, and blue values 
as well as generate an LED index number. 
Finally, the bstick.pulse function is used 
to pulse the specified LED with the color 
consisting of the randomly generated RGB 
values. This block is wrapped into an infi-

01  #!/usr/bin/env python

02  import random

03  from blinkstick import blinkstick

04  bstick = blinkstick.find_first()

05  

06  while True:

07      LED=random.randrange(0, 7)

08      R=random.randrange(0, 255)

09      G=random.randrange(0, 255)

10      B=random.randrange(0, 255)

11      bstick.pulse(red=R, green=G, blue=B, index=LED, repeats=1)

LISTING 1: Random Pulse Script

BlinkStick
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10 minutes, but you can change that by 
specifying the value of the interval variable 
in milliseconds.

Final Word
Although they’re slightly more expensive 
than a handful of regular LEDs, BlinkStick 
boards have a lot going for them. They fea-
ture multiple bright RGB LEDs that can be 
controlled individually, and you have several 
BlinkStick models from which to choose. 
They feature a simple API and support many 
popular programming languages; moreover, 
both BlinkStick hardware and software are 

open source. The commands and scripts de-
scribed in this article give you an idea of 
BlinkStick’s capabilities, and you’ll find more 
examples of how to use BlinkStick in the 
project’s GitHub wiki [4].  ● ● ●

01  #!/bin/bash

02  city="Berlin"

03  country="DE"

04  appid="Your OpenWeatherMap API Key"

05  interval="600"

06  i="0"

07  led_number="8"

08  while true

09  do

10    windspeed=$( curl "http://api.openweathermap.org/data/2.5/weather?q=$city, 
$country&appid=$appid" | jq '.wind.speed')

11    windspeed_int=${windspeed%.*}

12    if [ $windspeed_int ‑le 5 ]; then

13      while [ $i ‑lt $windspeed_int ]

14      do

15      blinkstick green ‑‑index $i ‑‑brightness 15

16      i=$[$i+1]

17      done

18    elif [ $windspeed_int ‑gt 5 ] && [ $windspeed_int ‑le 7 ] ; then

19      while [ $i ‑lt $windspeed_int ]

20      do

21      blinkstick yellow ‑‑index $i ‑‑brightness 15

22      i=$[$i+1]

23      done

24    else

25      while [ $i ‑lt $led_number ]

26      do

27      blinkstick red ‑‑index $i ‑‑brightness 15

28      i=$[$i+1]

29      done

30    fi

31    sleep $interval

32    i="0"

33    while [ $i ‑lt $led_number ]

34      do

35      blinkstick off ‑‑index $i

36      i=$[$i+1]

37      done

38    i="0"

39  done

LISTING 2: Check Wind Speed Bash Script

[1]  BlinkStick: www.  blinkstick.  com

[2]  BlinkStick Python API documentation:  
arvydas.  github.  io/  blinkstickpython

[3]  OpenWeatherMap: openweathermap.  org

[4]  BlinkStick code examples: github.  com/ 
 arvydas/  blinkstickpython/  wiki

INFO
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